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Behavioral experiments on insects (Hassenstein and Reichardt 1956; Pog- 
gio and Reichardt 1976) as well as psychophysical evidence from human 
studies (Van Santen and Sperling 1985; Adelson and Bergen 1985; Watson 
and Ahumada 1985) support the notion that short-range motion percep- 
tion is mediated by a system with a quadratic type of nonlinearity, as in 
correlation (Hassenstein and Reichardt 1956), multiplication (Torre and 
Poggio 1978), or squaring (Adelson and Bergen 1985). However, there 
is little physiological evidence for quadratic nonlinearities in direction- 
ally selective cells. For instance, the response of cortical simple cells to 
a moving sine grating is half-wave instead of full-wave rectified as it 
should be for a quadratic nonlinearity (Movshon ef al. 1978; Holub and 
Morton-Gibson 1981) and is linear for low contrast (Holub and Morton- 
Gibson 1981). Complex cells have full-wave rectified responses, but are 
also linear in contrast. Moreover, a detailed theoretical analysis of pos- 
sible biophysical mechanisms underlying direction selectivity concludes 
that most do not have quadratic properties except under very limited 
conditions (Grzywacz and Koch 1987). Thus, it is presently mysterious 
how a system can show quadratic properties while its individual com- 
ponents do not. We briefly discuss here a simple population encoding 
scheme offering a possible solution to this problem. 
We assume a population of n directionally selective cells whose output 
is zero if the "somatic potential" x is below a certain threshold JT and 
whose output is linear for small s above this value f(x) = Q [,c - xT1 where 
1x1 = J: if x > 0 and 0 otherwise (Fig. la). We do not consider further 
the mechanism generating direction selectivity but will assume that the 
perceptual response to motion R is given by the sum of the responses of 
a large number of these neurons. Thus, if the moving stimulus induces 
the intracellular response .r in all n cells, we have 
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic input-output relationship of a highly idealized direc- 
tionally selective cell. If the "somatic potential" r is below a threshold .rr (here 
21, the cell remains silent; above this threshold the output of the cell is o(.r-.rr 1, 
and saturates for .I' = . ~ ' y , + . r , ~ , .  For the simulations described here, we use .rr,, = 4 
and n = 1. (b) The sum R of the responses for a group of 50 such units with . ~ r  
uniformly distributed between .I' = 1 and .r = 3 (see arrows). R is quadratic for 
small values of s and saturates for large values. The dashed curve is 12.5(,1'- 1)2 
and corresponds to the expected mean of R for uniformly distributed values of 
.r between 1 and 3. 
If ,1'7. is the same for all cells, R = ~ J ( I ( . I ,  - . I Y )  as long as .I' > . I , , T .  How- 
ever, w e  will now assume that the threshold varies randomly from cell 
to cell, let us say distributed uniformly between .rI,7 and .ryl. If .I' falls 
within these values, the function o(,r, - .ry,) is randomly sampled across 
this interval prior to summation, and the system then simply computes 
the area below S(.i.), similar to Monte-Carlo integration methods. For 
a sufficiently large value of t i ,  we then have that R is proportional to 
( .r  - . I . , . , ) ~  [in general, if , f ( , r )  is a rr)th order polynominal, R will be pro- 
portional to (.r - . r , ~ , ) ' " + ' ] .  Alternatively, if were constant for all cells 
while the "somatic potential" of the neurons was uniformly randomly 
between .i',/', and .I' for a given input, the same quadratic behavior in .r 
would be obtained. In particular, this random variation could be ob- 
tained by summing over a population of cells that is broadly tuned for 
the direction of motion with a certain distribution of preferred directions. 
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In all cases, for values of .I' much higher than .rr2, the output R will grow 
linearly since the system will integrate only over a narrow range around 
.r. Finally, more realistic neurons saturate at some output value, that is 
f(.r) = or,,) for .I' > .i.r + .r,,!. R will then saturate also. 
The output of this simple system thus approximates a square function 
for motion in the preferred direction over a range of positive input values 
(Fig. lb). By using this averaging technique as well as ON- and OFF- 
rectified "neurons," systems that show quadratic behavior, including full- 
wave rectification, could in principle be built out of linear threshold units, 
thereby linking the properties of single cells with the observed behavioral 
responses. It is rather elegant that this can be accomplished solely by 
taking into account the random variations in neuronal properties. Note 
that detailed simulations of more realistic neuronal models are needed 
to verify the applicability of this mechanism to biological visual systems. 
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